This paper proposes a new way of thinking about goods trade in an open economy macro model. It develops a simple method for analyzing a continuum of goods with heterogeneous trade costs, and it explores how these costs determine the endogenous decision by a seller of whether to trade a good internationally. This way of thinking is appealing in that it provides a natural explanation for a prominent puzzle in international macroeconomics, that the relative price of nontraded goods tends to move much less volatilely than the real exchange rate. Because tradedness is an endogenous decision, the good on the margin forms a linkage between the prices of traded and nontraded goods, preventing the two price indexes from wandering too far apart. The paper goes on to find that endogenizing trade has implications for other basic macroeconomic issues. Analytical tractability makes our model highly suitable as a starting point for integrating lessons from modern trade theory into the new open economy macroeconomics agenda.
Introduction
Open economy macroeconomics has made significant strides in incorporating microeconomic foundations, finding strong implications for basic macroeconomic questions and policy analysis. Recent evidence regarding trade costs suggests that some of the yet unresolved questions in the new open economy macroeconomic literature may be addressed by expanding the set of microeconomic foundations to include lessons from international trade theory. Research in international trade has long taken seriously the notion that the trade pattern in the international goods market is endogenously determined. This paper develops a simple approach for incorporating into a macro model heterogeneous trade costs and endogenous decisions by individual firms regarding international trade. Endogenizing trade in this manner offers a natural explanation to a long-standing puzzle in international macroeconomics. It also is found to possess implications for other fundamental macroeconomic issues. Given the analytical tractability of the approach taken here, it provides a highly suitable starting point for integrating trade costs and other trade elements into macroeconomics in a transparent manner.
While open economy macroeconomics by definition analyzes trade across national borders, the field has long found it useful to allow for the fact that some portion of goods tend not to be traded internationally. The idea of nontraded goods has played the central role in some important models in the field over time. Balassa (1964) and Samuelson (1964) used nontraded goods to help explain why real exchange rate levels differ between countries. Dornbusch (1983) used them to show how such real exchange rate movements over time may limit intertemporal trade and shape the current account. And Stockman and Tesar (1995) used them to help explain some key features of international business cycles. But in all these models, the share of nontraded goods is taken to be exogenously determined; a good is by nature either tradable in the international market, or it is by nature not tradable.
This perspective contrasts with that in the international trade literature. Beginning with Dornbusch, Fisher and Samuelson (1977) , there has been an interest in seeing how trade patterns along a continuum of goods are determined endogenously, including a range of goods that remain untraded due to trade costs. Recent work has proposed clever ways of parameterizing such firm heterogeneity.
1 But in all this work, goods are ranked by their productivities, while the size of trade costs are assumed to be uniform across goods. Those goods with the greatest comparative advantage in one country or the other are traded, while those goods with small gains from trading relative to the uniform trade costs remain nontraded.
In contrast to this convention, we think that when the issue of primary interest is tradedness rather than comparative advantage, it makes more sense to focus on the variation of trade costs among goods 2 . Clearly some goods are much more difficult to trade than others, and the identity of a good as traded or nontraded is likely to be determined by this factor more strongly than any other. For example, the reason that many types of services are nontraded is not because countries are so similar in their productivities in these sectors; rather, they remain nontraded primarily because such services are particularly difficult to trade over long distances.
Trade costs have received great interest of late in the empirical trade literature. Empirical work by Hummels (1999 Hummels ( , 2001 has emphasized that trade costs --including tariff and nontariff barriers, shipping costs, and other associated costs of marketing and distribution --vary greatly across classes of goods and play an important role in trade decisions. Collecting detailed trade data for individual goods, he finds that freight costs alone can range from more than 30 percent of value for raw materials and mineral fuels down to 4 percent for some manufactures. Depending on factors such as weight, distance, and the time sensitivity of demand, trade costs can be high and variable for many manufactured goods as well. Hummels (2001) documents that in 1998 a substantial proportion of U.S. trade was airshipped with air-freight costs typically amounting to 25 percent of transported good value in some cases. 3 In a broad survey of trade cost evidence, Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) likewise reach the conclusion that trade costs are very large 1 See Ghironi and Melitz (2003) , which develops a general macro model with endogenous entry into domestic and foreign goods markets. One contrast with our work is that they consider heterogeneity in productivity rather than heterogeneity in trade costs. See also Eaton and Kortum (2002) , which develops a method of modeling heterogeneity of productivity across many countries and many goods. 2 The macro model here will differ also in several other respects from the related trade literature. The model describes a small open endowment economy where world price levels are exogenously given. We abstract from production and entry decisions. We also abstract from monopolistic competition and markup pricing by firms. In this context, we do not need fixed costs of trade to induce some firms to forgo international trade, but iceberg costs alone are sufficient. See section 2 for details of the model. 3 Even these measured trade cost margins may be severely biased downwards. Average transportation cost measures that weight costs of individual goods by the value of observed trade flows underestimate costs to the extent that goods with higher costs are traded less. Second, if vertical production arrangements imply and very heterogeneous among goods. Empirical work has also found support for the idea that some goods do switch over time between status as traded and nontraded. Using a panel of U.S.
manufacturing plants from 1987 to 1997 , Bernard and Jensen (2001 find that year to year transition rates are noteworthy: on average 13.9% of non-exporters begin to export in any given year during the sample, and 12.6% of exporters stop.
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The conclusion arising from this empirical research is that there is need for a method of incorporating heterogeneous trade costs and endogenous tradedness into our macroeconomic models. This paper proposes a very simple method for doing so. It posits a continuum of differentiated home goods that are heterogeneous in terms of iceberg trade costs, and it ranks them in this dimension. A convenient distribution is posited for these trade costs which makes the macroeconomic aggregates easy to derive despite the heterogeneity. This way of looking at things is appealing in that it provides a very natural explanation for a puzzling stylized fact in international economics. The relative price of the nontraded goods aggregate to traded goods tends to move much less volatilely than the real exchange rate.
Empirical measures in Betts and Kehoe (2001a) indicate that movements in the relative price of nontraded goods are only about 37% as large as movements in the real exchange rate. Empirical work by Engel (1993 Engel ( , 1999 indicates this ratio may be a good deal smaller yet. This fact stands in contrast to many standard theoretical models, such as that used by Balassa-Samuelson, which presume traded goods are constrained by the law of one price and explain movements in the real exchange rate primarily in terms of movements in the relative price of nontraded goods.
transshipment of raw materials and intermediate goods, the cumulative transportation costs can be much higher than those on the exports of the final product alone. 4 It should be noted that the results of this paper in no way rely upon implausibly large numbers of firms switching between traded and nontraded status, but rather upon the simple fact that firms have the ability to make such a switch. In fact, we show that the results of the model here are the strongest in those cases where only a small number of firms actually do switch in equilibrium.
Our model provides a very natural explanation for this empirical regularity. Because trading a good on the international market is endogenous, on the margin there is a seller who is indifferent between selling his good domestically only , or branching out into the international market. As a result, this marginal nontraded good forms a link between the prices of goods that are traded and other similar goods that are nontraded. In the aggregate, this linkage prevents the two price indexes of traded and nontraded goods from wandering too far apart.
This research is related to other recent work on trade costs in macroeconomic models, notably Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) , Betts and Kehoe (2001a, 2001b) , and Bergin and Glick (2002) . However, we find an extraordinarily tractable way of introducing trade costs, which allows us to consider a continuum of goods and still have discrete changes of status of goods between being traded and fully nontraded. This is not true of the previous papers. Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) only consider the case of one home good that switches between traded and nontraded status; Bergin and Glick (2002) (Dornbusch, 1983) found that the presence of nontraded goods strongly discourages intertemporal trade, where countries with large current account imbalances are punished by high domestic interest rates. We find that if tradedness is endogenous, the share of nontraded goods will tend to adjust so as to minimize this friction.
The mechanism developed here is sufficiently simple, that we think it has the potential for being applied to a wide range of macro models to analyze a wide range of macroeconomic issues. These include the international transmission of business cycles and the effects of monetary and exchange rate policy.
Model
To focus on the issue of tradedness, we follow Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) The aggregate consumption index is specified as: 
Here H c is an index of home goods consumption: The home goods are distinguished from each other by the presence of good-specific iceberg costs, ( i τ ) where a certain fraction of the good disappears in transport. We assume that the home country pays for this cost, so that normalizing the world price of each good i to unity, the domestic price will be 1 1
if the country exports good i . 8 These trade costs are specified to follow the distribution:
which implies the following distribution of export prices
The parameter β controls the curvature of the distribution, while α controls the level. 9 Figure 1 illustrates how the distribution of export prices varies with β (assuming 1 α = ). The goods at the left end of the continuum ( i near 0) tend to have lower prices when exported because the trade cost is large; these goods are less tradable. Goods toward the right end of the continuum ( i near 1) have higher prices because the trade cost is low; they are more tradable. β characterizes how quickly the price of an individual good rises with the goods index --in fact, it can be viewed as an 6 Equation (2) elasticity. For example, for a high β , the percent change in costs is high for a given percent change in the index.
In the endowment economy in our model the decision of whether to export a good is determined solely on the basis of whether the export price (the world price, normalized to unity) less iceberg costs, exceeds the domestic price. If the export price is higher, then the good is exported, if it is lower, then it is not traded. (1)1
10 Keep in mind that this n is itself an endogenous variable that will be solved as part of the general equilibrium system. Equation (6) expresses the price of traded goods as a function of the share of traded goods n, the elasticity of substitution across domestic goods φ , and the trade cost parameters, β and α . It is straightforward to establish that 0
e. the price of traded goods increases with the share of nontraded goods. The reason is that, as the proportion of home goods that are nontraded rises, it is no longer profitable to export goods with marginally higher trade costs; as these goods are withdrawn from export markets, the average price of the remaining export goods rises.
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The price index of nontraded goods is even easier to determine. As usual, intratemporal optimization implies relative demands for each pair of home goods i and j:
Since consumption must equal the endowment of nontraded goods, and since we assume uniform endowments for all goods here, (i.e. i yy = for all i) we can conclude that for any pair of nontraded goods it will be true that ij ccy ==, and so ij pp = .
12 In other words, the price of each nontraded good will be identical, because they each are by definition not affected by the trade costs which vary by good. This logic applies equally well to the home good that is just on the margin between being traded and nontraded (i=n). The marginal trader decides to export solely on the basis of whether the world price less iceberg costs exceeds the domestic price. But because this good is on the margin of being traded, the domestic price must be the same as that as 10 Note 0 T p ≥ with our specification of trade costs, since for 01 ω >≥− and 0 ω > , it follows that
if it were sold in the world market: n pn
As a result, the price index of nontraded goods is pinned down as the price of the marginal traded good: 
This equilibrium condition will be important in the analysis to follow, and it will be referred to as the "marginal nontraded condition." It implies that the price of nontraded goods rises with the share of nontraded goods with elasticity β . Figure 2 below illustrates how this equilibrium price level varies with the share of nontraded goods (still assuming 1 α = ). It is easily verified that there can be no discontinuous jump in price either up or down between the last nontraded good and the first traded good. Note that the iceberg trading costs for adjacent goods are essentially identical and that there is no fixed cost to trade. Suppose that the price of the first traded good jumped discontinuously above the price of the last nontraded good; then it would be profitable for the last nontraded good to become traded instead. Similarly, suppose that the price of the first traded good jumped discontinuously below the price of the last nontraded good; then it would be profitable for the first traded good to become nontraded instead.
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The price indices of traded and nontraded goods are related to each other. Figure 3 shows their relationship as the share of nontraded goods varies. Observe that (i) T p is everywhere higher than N p , since traded goods are less costly to transport, (ii) both N p and T p rise with n , and (iii) N p rises at a (slightly) faster rate than T p , implying that the relative price of nontradeds rises. .7
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.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 n (share of nontraded goods) price level price index of nontraded goods price index of traded goods This last point can be seen more formally by using equations (6) and (7) to obtain 13 If we included a constant fixed cost of exporting per firm X f , the price setting condition for the marginal exporter changes from 1/(1)
This implies a vertical jump down in our figure 2. Note that these price setting conditions are equivalent to zero profit conditions in our endowment economy framework with quantities normalized to unity.
( )
where once again (1)1 ωβφ ≡−− . This expression captures how the relative price structure is pinned down by the parameters of our model: the share of nontraded goods n, the elasticity of transportation costs β , and the elasticity of substitution of home goods φ . 14 As additional equilibrium conditions, intratemporal optimization implies the demand functions:
It is assumed that residents of the small open economy must pay the cost of transport for imports of foreign goods. The price of foreign goods is normalized to unity in the world market, so its domestic pric e is set exogenously as 14 Note that the absence of trade cost heterogeneity ( 0 β = ) implies 1 ω =− and NT pp = 15 The existence of a world price for all varieties of home goods implies that these goods must all be available abroad as well as in the home country. We rule out the possibility that any goods with which the home country is endowed are ever imported because of the transport costs incurred by domestic residents of doing so. Specifically, if the home country started importing what it had previously been exporting, the price of these goods would jump from below the world price to above the world price. It would only be a fairly extreme case where domestic residents would be willing to pay this price and still consume enough of these good to import them. Moreover, as long as some goods are always exported each period (i.e. 1 n < ), such an extreme case will never be reached. Intuitively, since the last goods to stop being exported have the lowest transport costs, they would also have to be the first ever to be imported. Hence, the exporting of all home goods would need to cease in a period before importing any of them would begin, implying a huge current account deficit and a zero level of gross (not net) exports. This is ruled out as long as n <1. 
Here r is the world interest rate. The termδ is an exogenous discount factor that can change, thereby allowing us to consider shifts in demand from one period to the next. Intertemporal optimization implies the usual intertemporal Euler equation: . This system is identical to a standard two-period model, with the addition of one extra endogenous variable, n , which is pinned down by one additional equilibrium condition, the marginal nontraded condition (7).
Results

A) Solution for the share of nontraded goods under balanced trade
Consider first a static version of the model where δ is constant at a value of unity. We will refer to this version as a steady state of the model, in that consumption and all other variables are constant across the two periods. According to the intertemporal budget constraint, the value of domestic production equals the value of domestic consumption in this case, and the trade balance shows that a rise in β progressively raises the share of home goods that are nontraded. This result is fairly intuitive: if trade costs rise very quickly as one exports more classes of goods, it is optimal to export a smaller number of classes of goods. A country should then concentrate its exports in those commodities for which international trade is so much less costly.
Another important determinant of tradedness is the elasticity of substitution between home goods (φ ). Table 2 shows in column 2 that as this elasticity rises, n rises gradually. The intuition is that if home goods are highly substitutable in consumption, one can conserve on trade costs by concentrating one's exports in the goods that are easiest to trade. This means there will be a smaller quantity of these particular classes of goods to consume, but under a high elasticity, it is easy to compensate for this by consuming a greater quantity of other types of goods. On the other hand, if home goods were less substitutable with each other, one would want to consume a more even distribution of home goods, thereby requiring the country to export a smaller portion of a larger number of goods to pay the bill for imports.
Lastly, observe that the scale parameter in the distribution of trade costs, α , does not appear in equation (15) above. When one considers the effects of trade costs here, it is their relative levels between goods (summarized in β ), not their overall level (summarized in α )
which determines the varieties of goods that are nontraded. In part, this last implication results from the assumption of Cobb-Douglas preferences over home and foreign goods, which is a common assumption in this literature, known to have certain implications that help simplify analytical solutions. 16 Some intuition can be found in the fact that a unitary ela sticity of substitution between home and foreign goods implies that a constant share of consumption expenditure goes toward foreign goods, regardless of the relative price between goods, and hence regardless of the size of transport costs. A sufficient quantity of home goods then must be traded and exported to pay for these imports under balanced trade.
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However, if we consider a more general CES specification between home and foreign goods, the scale of trade costs does affect the share of nontraded goods. See the appendix for derivation of the counterpart to equation (15) for the CES case (equation 15'). A rise in α raises trade costs which lowers the price of home goods and raises the price of imported goods in our model, shifting demand towards home goods. For an elasticity of substitution between home and foreign goods greater than unity, it can be confirmed that a rise in the scale of trade costs (α ) then raises the share of nontraded goods, n , as one might expect. In words, expenditures on home goods rise and expenditures on foreign goods falls. Since the domestic country is importing less, it need not export as much to balance trade. Hence it need not export as many varieties of goods, leading to a rise in n . This result is reversed if the elasticity between home and foreign goods is less than unity; in this case a rise in α , increases expenditures on imports relative to that on home goods, leading to lower exports, and lower n . For a unitary elasticity, as shown here for the Cobb-Douglas case, α has no effect on n , since the level of relative expenditures on home and foreign goods is unchanged. Empirical work on this elasticity suggests a value between 0.5 and 1.5, with our value of 1 in the middle (see Pesenti, 2002) .
16 See Corsetti and Pesenti (2001) for an example. 17 Condition (A 6) in the appendix shows that under balanced trade and Cobb-Douglas preferences, a constant fraction of home goods will be consumed domestically and a constant fraction will be exported,
B) Implications for the relative price of nontraded goods
If we wish to solve for the dynamics of the model when trade is not restricted to be balanced, the equilibrium conditions cannot be summarized in a single equation as in (15); instead there is a system of three equations that must be solved numerically for 1 n , 2 n , and 2 c , given a value of 1 c .
( ) Columns (3-6) of Table 1 show the dynamics for the model for various values of β . This is done for the case of a shock to δ that raises period-one consumption by 1.5 percent relative to its steady state level under balanced trade. (This is the standard deviation of U.S. consumption typically used in calibration studies.) The benchmark calibration will be used again here:
without any regard for the relative price of home to foreign goods. Because the scale parameter of transport costs enters only through price terms, it does not enter in this condition. Computed for a taste shock that leads to a 1.5% rise in period one consumption. The volatility of variables, reported as 'sdev,' is computed as the percent deviation of the value in period 1 from the steady state value. *Computed for the corresponding level of n , to facilitate comparison with the endogenous n case.
Column (3) shows that the volatility of the relative price of nontraded goods depends a great deal on the curvature parameter β . As there is only one intertemporal shock in this twoperiod model, this column reports the percentage "standard deviation" of , the model is able to approximately replicate the value of 0.37 found in the empirical study by Betts and Kehoe (2001a) . 18 Empirical work by Engel (1999) Dornbusch (1983) , which is very similar to the model considered here, except for the assumption that the share of nontraded goods is fixed. Under such an assumption, a rise in consumption demand will tend to push up the price of consumptio n goods, but this will be expressed only for nontradeds, because the price of traded goods is pinned down to the world price level by arbitrage. A rise in the relative price of nontraded goods is necessary for equilibrium, to convince households to take their extra consumption in the form of additional imports of tradable goods,
given that the consumption of nontraded goods is limited by definition to the domestic supply of such goods.
This conclusion is illustrated in column (7) of Table 1 , where the movement in the relative price of nontraded goods is solved for a version of the model here where n is taken to be exogenous. The model is identical to the one reported in the earlier columns, except that the "marginal nontraded condit ion" (equation 7) is dropped. To maintain comparability with the earlier columns of the table the exogenous value of the nontraded share, n , is set at the level of n found for the corresponding endogenous nontraded model reported in the preceding columns.
Note that it is true for all the cases in the table, that the relative price of nontraded goods moves much less under the assumption of endogenous tradedness than for the standard assumption of exogenous tradedness. In fact, it is easy to demonstrate that the ratio of volatilities reported in column (7) must always be greater than unity when n is exogenous. Since the aggregate price excluding other goods in this CES index. Very fortunately, the stylized fact which the model is trying to replicate is defined in precisely the same manner. When Betts and Kehoe (2001a) compute the relative price of nontraded to traded goods, they likewise define T p in terms of the prices of goods in traded sectors that are produced at home (using either gross output deflators by sector or a domestic producer price index). In addition, the statistic we report for our model likewise reflects Betts and Kehoe by using the full consumer price index for the domestic price level, p. level p is a weighted average of nontraded prices ( N p ), traded home goods prices ( T p ), and import prices ( F p ), where the latter two are fixed by world levels, the movement in the first component must always be larger than the movement in the overall average that it induces. This explains why a small open economy model with exogenously determined nontraded goods has such difficulty explaining a low volatility in the price of nontraded goods relative to the overall real exchange rate.
A comparison of columns (3) and (7) makes clear that the one change of making n endogenous has a very dramatic effect on the ability of the model to explain this empirical regularity. The chain of events characteristic of standard models, explained above, no longer applies. Now, as a rise in demand starts to push up the relative price of nontraded goods, some traded goods sellers on the margin will find it profitable to sell more in the home market, to the point of abandoning attempts to market their good abroad where they need to deal with costs of trade. This endogenous rise in the share of nontraded goods allows the supply of nontraded goods to rise, despite the fact that the endowment of each individual good is fixed. This rise in supply reduces the pressure for the relative price of nontradeds to rise in the face of the higher demand.
The marginal condition (equation 7) also helps in understanding this result. Recall that this equation states that the price index of nontraded goods will equal the price of the marginal traded good. This linkage between nontraded and traded prices prevents one price index from straying too far from the other, and thus helps dampen the volatility in their ratio.
It is important to note that this dampened volatility in the relative price of nontradeds does not rule out volatility in the overall price index or real exchange rate here. Columns (5) and (6) in Table 1 show that for high levels of β , the price of nontraded and traded goods tend to move more volatility and in a synchronized fashion. Given that these two prices are important components in the overall CPI, this overall price index moves a good deal. But because the two components are moving in synchronization, the relative price of one in terms of the other is not moving significantly. This explains why the ratio reported in column (3) is able to take on such small values under endogenous tradedness, whereas it can never take a value less than unity under the assumption of exogenous tradedness.
Why does this mechanism work best for high values of β ? Looking at the marginal condition (equation 7), it becomes clear that β is the elasticity of the nontraded price index with respect to changes in n . It is at high values of β where the demand shock induces a small change in n and a large change in the price of nontraded goods. But this also requires a larger change in the price index of traded goods, so the overall price index changes more. One interesting implication of this logic, is that the mechanism outlined here to explain the stylized fact does not require an implausible degree of movement in the share of nontraded goods. In fact, inspection of column (4) of Table 1 confirms that the mechanism is at its most potent when n moves the least between the two periods. Computed for a taste shock that leads to a 1.5% rise in period one consumption. The volatility of variables, reported as 'sdev,' is computed as the percent deviation of the value in period 1 from the steady state value. *Computed for the corresponding level of n , to facilitate comparison with the endogenous n model.
The curvature parameter is not the only parameter to play an important role in this mechanism. Table 2 shows that a higher elasticity of substitution between home goods ( φ ) also plays an important role. Column (3) shows that as φ rises, the volatility in relative nontraded prices as a ratio to that of the real exchange rate falls. Intuitively, if the last nontraded good and the marginal traded good are highly substitutable, this makes the link between their two prices stronger. This in turn strengthens the linkages between the price indexes of traded and nontraded goods.
C) Implications for the intertemporal price and intertemporal trade
Now that it has been demonstrated that endogenous tradedness is relevant, inasmuch as it helps explain a puzzling empirical regularity, it is interesting to see what implications this feature has for other issues of interest to international macroeconomics. One such issue is intertemporal trade, the ability of a country to borrow in world financial markets to finance a current account deficit in a given period. It has long been thought that the presence of nontraded goods can be important for intertemporal trade. Dornbusch (1983) demonstrated that when nontraded goods are present, a change in their relative price can discourage intertemporal trade. Looking at the intertemporal budget constraint (equation 13), one sees that the cost of borrowing in foreign markets includes not only the world rate of interest, r, but also the change in the price level or real exchange rate over time. Since borrowing takes place in units of the world consumption index, a change in the relative price of home to foreign goods affects the cost of repaying the loan. In particular, if a temporary rise in consumption induces a temporary rise in the domestic price level, the expected fall in price for the next period implies that repayment of the loan will be larger in units of the home consumption index than implied by the interest rate alone. This rise in the "intertemporal price" can discourage such intertemporal trade.
This theory was extended in a limited but important way to endogenously nontraded goods by Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) . In a model with one home good that can switch into and out of being nontraded, they showed that changes in the intertemporal price may be highly nonlinear, and may come into effect only for large current account imbalances. Bergin and Glick (2002) showed in the case of two home goods, that the nonlinear nature of the intertemporal price can lead to other interesting cases, and that the intertemporal price may rise more rapidly for a given current account imbalance than implied by exogenously nontraded goods in the model of Dornbusch (1983) .
A signif icant disadvantage of the two models above is that they are extremely difficult to work with, given that Kuhn-Tucker conditions imply discrete changes in equilibrium conditions for various ranges of variable realizations. The model in the present paper reformulates the equilibrium conditions for the case of a continuum of goods. Rather than making the solution yet more complex, this permits us to eliminate the discrete changes and discontinuities in the prices of individual goods, and instead focus on smoothly changing levels of various integrals over regions of the continuum. As shown above, this method of dealing with endogenous tradedness is much easier to work with, and has the promise of being incorporated into a wide range of international macro model s.
To gauge the effect of endogenous tradedness on intertemporal trade, we use our model to compute the intertemporal price ( 12 pp ) for various levels of intertemporal borrowing. Several conclusions emerge. First, the intertemporal price rises smoothly in the endogenously nontraded model, in contrast to the earlier papers with only one or two home goods. The absence of price changes for small shocks to the current account and the dramatic kinks and sudden price rises for large imbalances characteristic of the earlier models disappear here in the more realistic case of many goods. 19 This smooth rise in intertemporal price indicates that there is no special cost that kicks in to discourage only large current account deficits. The smoothing effect of endogenous tradability operates for small as well as large imbalances. A second conclusion is that the intertemporal price rises less steeply when tradedness is endogenous, compared to the standard model with exogenous tradedness. The general insight of Dornbusch (1983) is still correct, that the rise in nontraded prices implied by the presence of nontraded goods drives up the intertemporal price. However, when goods can switch in and out of being nontraded, they will tend to do so in a way to minimize this cost. When consumption rises in period 1 and falls in period 2, the share of nontraded goods rises in period 1 to free up more domestic goods for home consumption, and the share of nontraded goods falls in period 2 as the country needs to export more goods to repay its debt. In each case, the endogenous movement in the quantity of nontraded goods partly insulates the price of nontraded goods and thereby the intertemporal price from the shock. The difference between the two models is small for small current account imbalances, where the share of nontraded goods is about the same for both models. But the difference grows for larger current account imbalances, as the share of nontraded goods in the endogenous model deviates more from the steady state level, which is the nontraded share imposed on the exogenous model.
The fact that the key relationships here are approximately log-linear in form suggests that the endogenous tradedness mechanism advocated here has the potentia l to be incorporated into a wide range of international macro models, including more complex models such as business cycle models, which typically need to be log-linearized for analysis.
Conclusions
This paper has proposed a new way of thinking about nontraded goods in a macro model, focusing on tradedness as an endogenous decision in the face of good-specific trading costs. The paper develops a very tractable way of dealing with this endogeneity, and explores its implications in the context of a simple general equilibrium macro model. This way of thinking about tradedness proves to be quite appealing, in that it helps the model replicate a puzzling stylized fact: the relative price of nontraded goods tends to move much less volatilely than the real exchange rate. This fact stands in contrast to standard theoretical models such as BelassaSamuelson, which rely almost entirely on such relative price movements.
The paper then shows that the endogeneity of tradedness can have implications for other macroeconomic issues. In particular, the ability of nontraded goods to discourage international trade will be less severe than in past models, which assumed goods were exogenously nontraded. Goods will tend to switch categories in a manner that minimizes the costs of intertemporal trade.
We should emphasize that we do not view endogenous tradability as the sole explanation for the many puzzles in international macroeconomics. Rather we view our mechanism as complementary to other explanations that suggest roles for sticky prices, nontraded distributive services, vertical production arrangements, etc. In fact, we view the incorporation of our approach into models with these other features as a fruitful line of research. It would be a fairly simple matter to extend the model to include production and consider heterogeneity in productivity as a source of tradedness.
Further, because the key relationships in our formulation are approximately log-linear in form, we suspect that it even will be possible to incorporate this mechanism into quite complex business cycle models, which typically require log-linear approximation for analysis. As a result, we suspect that this approach will be employed fruitfully in a wide range of models to analyze a wide range of issues in international macroeconomics.
Appendix: Derivation of equilibrium conditions
Cobb-Douglas case:
Combine (8) and (12) Canceling / y α from both sides, recalling (1)1 ωβφ ≡−− , and rearranging gives equation (15) in the text, the equilibrium condition for n in the case of a zero trade balance surplus Z: 
To show a unique solution exists for condition (15), it is straightforward to see that for 0 n = , 1/(1)0 Z β =+> , and for 1 n = , Given the level of n that implicitly solves condition (15), it is straightforward to solve for the other endogenous variables: first the prices, T p and N p through (6) and (7), H p through (A3), p through (3); and then the quantities, N c and T c through (8) and (9), H c and F c through (10) and (11), c through (1).
For the multiperiod case, we introduce time subscripts and solve out for Ht c with (A2) and (10) 
The system of three equations - (16), (17), and (18) --can be solved numerically for 1 n , 2 n , and 2 c , given a value of 1 c .
CES case:
In the CES case the aggregate consumption and price equations (1) 
